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Abstract

This paper presents an algorithm for determining the paths along
which corresponding vertices travel in a 2{D shape blending.
Rather than considering the vertex paths explicitly, the algorithm
denes the intermediate shapes by interpolating the intrinsic definitions of the initial and nal shapes. The algorithm produces
shape blends which generally are more satisfactory than those
produced using linear or cubic curve paths. Particularly, the algorithm can avoid the shrinkage that normally occurs when rotating
rigid bodies are linearly blended, and avoids kinks in the blend
when there were none in the key polygons.

a. Withered Arm

b. Normal Arm

Figure 1: Dancer
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1 Introduction

This paper deals with shape blending of 2{D polygons. As
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, a shape blend algorithm determines the in-between polygons which provide a smooth transformation between two given 2{D polygons, referred to as the
key polygons.
Shape blending requires the solution of two main subproblems: the vertex correspondenceproblem (that is, determining
which vertex on one key polygon will travel to which vertex
on the other key polygon), and the vertex path problem (that
is, determining along what path each vertex will travel).
For 2{D polygonal shapes, a solution to the vertex correspondence problem is presented in 12]. Shape blending of
2{D Bezier curve shapes is addressed in 11]. Various solutions
to the shape interpolation of 3{D polyhedra are presented in
3, 5, 7, 8].
This paper addresses the vertex path problem and is motivated by two gures from 12]. Figure 1.a provides an example
of a shape blend in which the middle shapes is derived from
its neighboring key polygons. This is basically a good shape
blend, except that the dancer's arm in the middle frame is
only half as long as it is in the key frames.
The shape blend in Figure 2.a looks ne except that the
chicken's neck gets shorter. These shortenings occur because
of the linear path followed by vertices during the shape blend,
as shown by the path travelled by the chicken's beak.

a. Compressed Neck

b. More Natural Neck

Figure 2: Chicken
These problems seriously weaken the practical use of 2{D
shape blending using linear vertex motion, for applications
such as character animation. The contribution of this paper is an improved method for computing in-between frames,
once the correspondence between key polygons has been determined as in 12]. Sample results of the new vertex path
algorithm are shown in Figures 1.b and 2.b.
A referee of paper 12] remarked: \I am unhappy with the
phrase, `physically based,' in this context. The `physics' here
has nothing to do with the physics of chickens, . . . , or any
of the other nominal subjects of interpolation." That observation formulates precisely the problem we confront in trying to infer the correct motion between two changing shapes.
While 12] demonstrates that an algorithm which knows nothing about the \physics of a chicken" is able to correlate the
prominent features of two chicken outlines, the accurate computation of motion as a chicken lowers his head really calls for
a model of the chicken's skeleton, musculature, etc.. What we
seek is a tool that might assist a traditional animator to create convincing computer-assisted in-betweens, when the only
information available is contained in the two key frames. The
solution presented here is a heuristic whose justication lies
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in the fact that it generally seems to work rather well.

1.1 Proposed solution

A polygon denition which lists the Cartesian coordinates of
its vertices might be called an explicit description. An alternate means of dening a polygon is in terms of the lengths
of its edges and the angles at its vertices. Such a polygon
description forms the basis of an approach to geometry, popular in elementary education, known as Turtle Graphics 2]
wherein a polygon is dened by instructions such as: walk 10
paces to the east, turn 45 to the left and proceed 6 paces,
turn 30 to the right and go 5 more paces, . . ..
This paper postulatesthat the heuristic of blending intrinsic
denitions (edge lengths and vertex angles) of two key polygons will generally produce a more satisfactory in-between motion than will linear vertex paths. Evidence that this is so is
provided in the gures.

1.2 Related work

One alternative to linear vertex paths is to dene vertex paths
of higher degree. For 3{D polyhedral shape transformations,
8] proposes using an Hermite cubic path with end tangents
set equal to the vertex normals. While this idea evidently
is eective for the transformations between highly dissimilar
shapes addressed in 8], it would not generally work too well
for character animation since motion does not uniformly occur
normal to a curve outline.
14] develops an approach to character animation using
quadratic Bezier vertex paths. By default, vertices travel
along a parabolic arc such that the distance from each vertex to the center of mass of all vertices changes monotonically.
Also, it allows the user to signify a pivot point for appendages.
The current algorithm works with less user interaction.
In other approaches to shape blending, such as Minkowski
sums 7], the vertex path and vertex correspondence problems
are coupled and solved simultaneously. Minkowski sums, however, blur even gross details such as arms and legs when blending non-convex objects, and hence are not suitable for character animation. Shape blends that operate on an implicit denition of the curve or surface, f (x y) = 0 or f (x y z ) = 0, 6]
likewise don't currently support the detail required for character animation.
Of course, the substantial literature on physically based
modelling and synthetic actors is also highly relevant, though
such methods rely on more information than is available to
us.
Ideas for modeling with intrinsically dened curves are proposed in 1], and 13] looks at curve and surface kinematics
based on dierential equations.

2 Intrinsic shape interpolation

Denote the vertices of the two key polygons by PAi PBi (i =
0 1 . . . n ; 1). We assume that both key polygons have the
same number of edges, as will be the case after vertex correspondence is established 12]. In this discussion, we use
the convention that counter-clockwise angles are positive. For
convenience, we adopt the notation m = n ; 1 where n is the
number of polygon edges.
Our goal is to compute the vertices Pi (i = 1 2 . . . m) for
the polygon which is \t" of the way between PA and PB ,
0  t  1. P0 will be taken as the anchor point, and its
position determines the rigid body translation of the shape.
This, along with the directed angles A0 and B0 formed by
the x-axis and the vectors PA0 PA1 and PB0 PB1 , is discussed
further in section 3.
Begin by obtaining the intrinsic denitions of PA and PB
by computing the polygon angles and edge lengths shown in
Figure 3:
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Figure 3: Intrinsic variables

LAi = jPAi+1 ; PAi j and LBi = jPBi+1 ; PBi j: (2)
The intermediate polygons in the shape blend are then computed by interpolating the respective vertex angles and edge
lengths:
0 = (1 ; t)A0 + tB0
(3)
i = (1 ; t)Ai + tBi (i = 1 2 . . . m):
(4)
Li = (1 ; t)LAi + tLBi (i = 0 1 2 . . . m): (5)
Unfortunately, the problem is not completely solved at this
point, since the resulting polygon will not generally close. Figure 4 shows what the chicken and dancer polygons look like
at this stage of the algorithm. It is somewhat surprising that
non-closure

non-closure

Figure 4: Unclosed polygons
these polygons, each with over 200 vertices, come so close to
ending where they started (and this happens typically, in our
experience). But the problem remains, how do we best adjust
the lengths and angles so that the polygon does close.
There are two solutions to this problem. The rst is to leave
the angles unchanged and tweak the lengths (section 2.1).
This turns out to have a straightforward, closed-form solution. The other approach is to treat the open polygon as a
piece of wire for which we dene the physical rules for stretching and vertex bending. Adjustments to angles and/or edges
can then be computed iteratively by determining the equilibrium shape when the two open polygon vertices are forced to
coincide.

2.1 Edge Tweaking

To close the polygons by adjusting the edge lengths only, rewrite equation 5 as
Li = (1 ; t)LAi + tLBi + Si (i = 0 1 2 . . . m): (6)
It seems smart that the magnitudes of Si should roughly be
proportional to jLAi ; LBi j, since if an edge has the same
length on both key polygons, it ought to have about that same

length throughout the shape blend. One can dream up simple
examples for which this is not desirable, but for most reasonable cases, experience has veried this to be wise. Therefore,
dene
LABi = max fjLAi ; LBi j Ltol g (i = 0 1 2 . . . m): (7)
;



where Ltol = 0:0001  maxi20 m] jLAi ; LBi j is needed to
avoid division by zero.
Our goal is to nd S0 S1 . . . Sm , so that the objective
function
m
X
Si2
f (S0 S1 . . . Sm ) =
2
i=0 LABi
is minimized subject to the two equality constraints (which
force closure of the polygon):

'1 (S0 S1 . . . Sm ) =
'2 (S0 S1 . . . Sm ) =

m
X
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m
X
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(1 ; t)LAi + tLBi + Si ] cos i = 0
(1 ; t)LAi + tLBi + Si ] sin i = 0

where i are the directed angles from the x-axis to the vectors
Pi Pi+1 ,
i = i;1 + i (i = 1 2 . . . m):
(8)
The method of Lagrange multipliers 9] can now solve for
the desired tweak values Si as follows. Set
(1 2 S0 S1 . . . Sm ) = f + 1 '1 + 2'2
where 1 and 2 are the multipliers.
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we obtain
n
E1 + F2 = U
(9)
F1 + G2 = V
where
m
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and

Si = ; 21 L2ABi (1 cos i + 2 sin i ) (i = 0 1 . . . m): (17)

Using equations 4, 6, and 8, we can now calculate the coordinates (xi yi ) of the vertices Pi (i = 1 2 . . . m):
xi = xi;1 + Li;1 cos i;1 yi = yi;1 + Li;1 sin i;1: (18)

2.2 Tweaking Lengths and/or Angles

The edge-tweaking-only method generally gives good results
and is relatively fast. Also, as suggested from Figure 4, often
very little edge length adjustment is needed.
However, some simple examples can be found where the
edge lengths may change more than is desirable using the
edge-tweaking-only method. This can be detected by checking the values of Si . In such a case, the required edge length
adjustments can be diminished by also allowing the angles to
change.
A good solution to this problem is to treat the unclosed
polygon as a piece of wire which can possibly stretch, but
which can only bend at polygon vertices. The stretching stiness for each polygon edge is inversely proportional to the
change in length experienced by that edge between the two
key frames. Likewise, the bending stiness of each angle is inversely proportional to the change between key frames of the
respective angle. These stiness values tend to enforce rigidity
for identical portions of the two key polygons.
The shape of the closed intermediate polygon is then computed by forcing the two unclosed joints to coincide, and determining the unique equilibrium shape of the wire. Further
details can be found in 4].

3 Anchor points and angle lines

Since an intrinsic denition of a polygon is invariant to rigid
body motion, a shape blend must specify translations and
rotations for the intermediate shapes. Translation is specied
using an anchor point path, and rotation is constrained by
designating the rotation function of an angle line. The anchor
point can be a polygon vertex, or any other point that is well
dened for each step in the shape blend. For example, center
of area is a good anchor point for objects in free fall. For
bodies in free fall, such as a diver, a parabolic anchor path
simulates the eects of gravity.
The angle line can be any line whose association with
each shape in the blend can be determined, such as a nondegenerate polygon edge, the line between any two points on
the polygon, or a principle axis of a shape (if the major and
minor axes are well dened, ie., the product of inertia is nonzero). In Figure 3, the anchor point is P0 and the angle line
is L0 .

4 Discussion

Figure 1 shows that the main advantage of using turtle graphics in shape blending is that it helps solve the withering arm
problem. Another benet is that it can provide more nearly
monotonic angle changes than does linear-vertex-path shape
blending. Figure 5 shows a shape blend, taken from 12], in
which a shape which should undergo a simple rigid body motion experiences shrinking and kinking. The kinking occurs in
this case because of a poor choice of vertices, a common occurrence in linear-vertex-path shape blending. Clearly, turtle
graphics shape blending would have no problem in this case.
A more impelling example is the dancer's arm which withers under linear vertex path motion. The magnication in
Figure 6 illustrates that the intrinsic method produces inherently smoother blends than the linear vertex paths. 12] goes
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Figure 5: Shrinking plus kinking
to great lengths investigating how to minimize this angle nonmonotonicity which can occur with linear vertex paths. As an
added benet of the intrinsic algorithm, this detailed search
for non-monotonic angle changes is rendered unnecessary.

Linear vertex paths

Intrinsic blend

Figure 6: Closeup of dancer's arm
Although slower than the linear patch method, the intrinsic algorithm can compute a shape blend for the chicken in
Figure 2.b (which has 230 vertices) in 0.02 seconds using the
method in Section 2.1 and in 0.05 seconds using the method
in Section 2.2, on an HP 730 workstation.
It is easy to contrive examples for which this algorithm
performs poorly, although most of the realistic cases we have
tried produced good results. In cases where some adjustment
is called for, additional constraints can be imposed, such as
specifying that the distance between specied pairs of nonadjacent polygon vertices should change monotonically from
one key frame to the next. See 4] for more details.
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Figure 7: Cantering Horse
Experience suggests that this algorithm may work well
enough for many applications to character animation. The
sequence of a cantering horse in Figure 7 was taken from the
classic photographic study, Animals in Motion 10], rst published in 1887. The top four gures are digitizations of actual
photographs from the book. In the bottom row, the middle
two gures are shape blends interpolating the rst and last
gures. The vertex correspondence was determined using the

algorithm in 12], and the vertex paths were computed using
the algorithm in this paper. The horse's two left legs were
treated as independent shape blends.
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